This is a commercial offer to the management of your organization:
Dear colleagues,
On the web I came across your site and was pleasantly surprised to find out that
there is somebody else who incorporates the knowledge and experience gained in
the alternative medicine into the new biological and medicinal knowledge in the form
of scientific articles. Let me state some of our achievements that we have published
in several scientific articles:
1. We expanded the existing concept of homeostasis as the basis of everything alive
and health:
http://www.springerlink.com/content/40n5833400505423/?p=283ad6d1c1fc4eb5898b
0b02f3890581&pi=12.
2. We proposed a better than the conventional definition of psyche under rigid frames
of existing knowledge and described mechanisms of the psyche functioning:
http://www.springerlink.com/content/r262508p06481056/?p=c4c4e9065ef0420fbb8f3
c0336e01f4b&pi=13.
3. We described systematically the known natural rules (if not laws) in biology which
can be applied to all living systems and which are necessary to maintain the
mechanisms of homeostasis. These rules are indispensable in the development of
the system approach to medicine:
http://www.springerlink.com/content/r262508p06481056/?p=c4c4e9065ef0420fbb8f3
c0336e01f4b&pi=13.
4. In our last article we focused on the survey of the mechanisms of carcinogenesis:
http://www.springerlink.com/content/qg31053860710333/. This particular issue is far
from being solved and it remains one of the directions of our further research.
We are also actively involved in international congresses on space medicine and
biology. The proposed approach to medical problems (including pharmacology) may
be of interest for space researchers.Due to our scientific achievements, a new field of
research in biophysics and medicine has developed (see press-conference in
Moscow, 2002: http://www.kotolupov.si/). Our publications have already attracted
attention of several eminent scientific and medical organizations in the world
including the USA (http://www.kotolupov.si/?page_id=50).
At the end of the last year we submitted a proposal to Siemens and Sony Corps to
take part in the manufacturing of an apparatus for measurement of mental state and
adequacy of a human operator (see attachment Commercial Offer to Sony)
<<SONY commercial offer.docx>>

The knowledge of above mentioned biological rules gives us more options for the
system approach in the research of causes and mechanisms of severe and so far
incurable illnesses such as Alzheimer’s disease, multiple sclerosis, cancer, mental
diseases, various arthropathies, addictions, etc.
This new knowledge gives us a chance to avoid erroneous decisions contradicting
the fundamental scientific facts at the stage of preliminary theoretical evaluation of

the patient’s state which results in higher efficiency and lower costs of the treatment
and also allows the development of new pharmaceutical products. Healthcare is not
expensive because of its costly interventions but because of its inefficiency. There
are no incurable illnesses there is only lacking knowledge of them. The country that
would use this new knowledge would profit bigger economic opportunities.
Due to our specific status, namely we are not funded by any state institutions, we
have no obligations towards them and we are forced to publish our findings without
some important details (i.e. without know-how) in order to have a possibility to sell
them in the future.
I think we have a good perspective in cooperation. I can see that our joint
cooperation would result in increased effectiveness of our and your work. We could
be shortly able to suggest a joint project to NASA NASA, aiming at the increase of
physical and mental capacities of astronauts during long space travels, e.g. to Mars.
I can also see that we have a vast potential and several possible modes for
cooperation: one of the possibilities is work under contract and we can be paid for the
final result or we can act as your affiliated organization in Slovenia.
With best regards,
Viktor Kotolupov

